Installing Paramount PDU Bracket

Complete these instructions to install a PDU Bracket kit on Paramount enclosures. The brackets provide mounting points for one or two vertical power distribution units (PDUs).

The brackets mount to either rear upright of a Wright Line Paramount enclosure. Each kit supports one or two PDUs mounted vertically.

**Note:** The brackets can be mounted inside or outside the inner flange of the vertical rail. Determine the best location in step one of the Install PDU brackets section.

**Applications**

This document applies to the following item numbers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDUBRCKT</td>
<td>Power Strip Mounting Bracket for Paramount Enclosures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prerequisites**

- A Wright Line Paramount enclosure.
- Clear any equipment or cabling that will interfere with the installation.
- Unpack all components of the PDU Bracket kit. Each kit contains two brackets and four 1/4-20 Philips flat head screws.
- Make sure you have common installation tools including a utility knife, powered driver and bits, and a #3 Philips screwdriver.
Install PDU brackets

Complete the following steps to install the PDU brackets.

1. Position the brackets and PDUs along the rear upright where they will be installed. Make sure the PDU mounting hardware aligns with the keyholes in the brackets.

There are two sets of rail mounting holes in the bracket, allowing it to be mounted inside or outside the inner flange of the vertical rail. Inner mounting provides more clearance in the enclosure opening.

Outer mounting allows the brackets to be mounting over the cross-members at the top and bottom of the vertical rails.

Note the location of the brackets. Mark the holes in the bracket and the corresponding holes in the upright to ensure correct alignment.
2. Align the top bracket with the upright. For inner mounting, hook the short mounting flange behind the inner edge. Push the bracket in to align the mounting tab with the rear edge of the vertical rail.

For outer mounting, slide the bracket into place on top of the vertical rail and/or cross-member. Part of the mounting flange will extend beyond the edge of the vertical rail.
3. Slide the bracket vertically to align with the screw holes in the bracket with the holes in the rear of the upright. Insert two flat head screws and tighten.

Bracket inside vertical rail.

Bracket outside vertical rail.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to install the bottom bracket.
**Install one or two PDUs**

Complete the following steps to install one or two PDUs.

1. Align one PDU with one set of keyholes in the top and bottom brackets.

2. Insert the PDU mounting buttons into the keyholes. Push down to seat the PDU in the keyholes.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to install a second PDU.

Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to complete PDU installation.

**Bracket and PDU installation is complete.**